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 Development The expansion was announced alongside the release of the game on May 15, 2009, with the expansion being
available for purchase on July 14. The expansion is included in the game and not as a separate download. Reception Dinosaur
Digs was released to moderately positive reviews. It received an aggregate score of 80% on Metacritic, a "Mixed or average"

score of 70.05% on GameRankings, and a user score of 69% on GameRankings, based on 13 and 38 reviews, respectively. The
game was released to the public two days before the 2009 United States mid-term elections, in which the Democrats lost their
majority in both houses of the United States Congress, and the Republicans gained a majority in the House of Representatives,
and thus gained the power to override the Obama Administration's legislative initiatives. The game was also released around the
same time as another expansion pack, Zoo Tycoon 3: Land of the Giants, which was critically and commercially unsuccessful.
References External links Category:2009 video games Category:Business simulation games Category:The Learning Company
games Category:Take-Two Interactive games Category:Video game expansion packs Category:Video games developed in the
United States Category:Windows games Category:Windows-only games Category:Zoo Tycoon Category:Video games with

expansion packs Show HN: Smoothify – Immutable, Modernized JavaScript & React - Xhead ====== Xhead This is a rewrite
of a project I worked on before, on a single page that needed to get to a lot of traffic. It made me realize that React can only be
as fast as the lowest common denominator of your components and you can't easily do anything in server-side rendering. For

smooth page transitions I found I need to work in the client, and thought I would try and abstract that from the React ecosystem,
so I decided to use plain JavaScript and a DSL/declarative style. I'm on day three of a 40-day HN/producthunt freebie, so

feedback is always welcome. Q: Can't connect to database I have a problem with connecting to a local database. It says "cannot
create object" and when i connect to the internet it says "database connection failed" I have tried 82157476af
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